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Hooker Wins Race, Becomes Head of GSA
G
VOTE
+

By Steve Shoup
John Hooker won the Graduate
Student Association presidential
race Thursday, defeating his nearest
rival by more than 100 votes, while
the GSA budget and constitutional
amendment passed by a ratio of
almost 10-to-1 .
Hooker, a graduate architecture
and civil engineering student, led
the race with 271 votes while Manuel Romero, a political science doctoral candidate, followed with 169
votes. Law student Dennis Montoya
trailed with 147.
The GSA budget, totalling
$123,433, passed 466-49. GSA
President Marie Mound said the
bulk of the budget goes to student
organizations, with about $30,000
going to governmental expenses.
An amendment to the constitution
redefining membership and activities of the judiciary committee passed 461-35.

The 587 votes cast in this week's
presidential race represent a turnout
of about 15 percent of the graduate
population. In last year's race, a
contest in which less than 10 percent
of graduates cast ballots, Hooker
was narrowly defeated by C. Jeffrey
Evans.
Hooker said his victory was "a
pleasant surprise. I didn't expect to
win by so much."
Of his plans for GSA, Hooker
said he would like to see that organization speak out more, increasing
internal communications as well as
contact with other graduate groups.
Every graduate department should
be made aware of its right to representation in GSA, he said.
He would also like to increase
communications between the central
campus and the law and medical
schools on North Campus.
Hooker said he will work against
groups who try to break GSA into
"ideological turfs,'' adding that the
GSA president should transcend the

interests of any group and should
seek the common interests of all
graduates.

John Hooker
The state Human Services Department is considering, to help reduce the HSD deficit, cutting off
Title XX funds to UNM students
who send their kids to the Child Care
Co-op. Hooker said plans arc under
continued on page 7

Serrano Specifies Budget Gripes
By Steve Shoup

Dan Serrano Thursday described
his objections to the Associated Students of the University of New Mexico budget. Serrano's decision not to
sign the budget resulted in the postponement of the undergraduate student election.
Alexandria King
Many ASUNM executive agenGrlldUllte student Carlos Romero votes in Thursday's Graducies are underfunded and cannot
llte Student Association election.
continue to function on the budget
passed by the senate last week, Ser-

Florida, Louisiana Execute Prisoners
(UPI)---. Arthur Frederick
Goode III, killer of two small boys,
died crying in Florida's electric
chair Thursday less than six hours
after Louisiana executed Elmo Patrick Sonnier.
It was the first time two men have
been put to death on the same day
since the Supreme Court lifted its
ban on capital punishment in 1976.
The electrocutions brought to 18 the
number of condemned prisoners executed since 1976.
Eleven of those executions have
taken place in Southern prisons.
Goode was the fourth to be electo·
cuted in Florida since 1976; no other
state has held more than three executions.
Goode, 30, who had said earlier
he would "kill as many kids as r can
getmyhandson'' ifheweresetfree,
repented in his final tearful seconds
before the death hood was dropped
over his face.
Sonnier, 35, convicted of raping a
teenaged girl and then killing her
and her boyfriend, looked into the
eyes of his victims' fathers as he was
strapped into tlte chair in Angola
prison and begged their forgiveness.
One nodded his acceptance, but
the other stood grimly silent. The
men were allowed by the state to
watch the death of the man who kil·
led their children.
Sonnier, 35, died in "Gruesome
Gertie,'' the oaken Louisiana electric chair, at 1:15 a.m. EST. Goode
was pronounced dead in "Old Sparky" at Starke, Fla., at 7:09 a.m.
The pudgy, pockmarked Goode
spent an hour-long press conference
Wednesday telling newsmen of the
pleasure he found in child molestation. His last wish, he said, was to

have sex with a small boy.
But he presented a different picture in the death chamber.

"I'm very upset," he said in a
quavering voice when a prison omcontinued on page 7

rano, ASUNM president, said. Spe• Speakers Committee: Put at
cifica1Jy, he objected to senate $6,000 by the senate, $8,000 is a
appropriations for:
"bare minimum";
• ASUNM Duplicating Center:
• Textbook Co-op: Budgeted
Serrano said the $10,000 senate out- $3,000 by the senate, Serrano wants
lay should be $15,000;
$6,500;
• Special Events!Noontimc En• Film Committee: "No way" it
tertainment:
$4,658 funding is
can operate with $8,540. Serrano
wanted $1 J ,000 for it this fall, with acceptable but should be included in
additional appropriations next PEC budget, Serrano said.
Serrano said he had no objection
spring.
to the $20,000 included in the
• Lobby Committee: $5,898 budget to help begin paying off the
won't cover next year's Legislative ASUNM deficit. ASUNM's and the
session; $7,000 is a "bare mini- Duplicating Center's deficit commum," he said;
bined tops $250,000.
He had few quarrels with funding
• Popular Entertainment Committee: With $19,000, PEC can't for the more than 50 student orgastage major concerts; should be at cnizations included in the budget but
least $30,000;
continued on page 7

Students Seeking Aid Face Possible 'Paper Chase'
By Wren Propp

A University of New Mexico student and single parent realizes she
must get food stamps to feed her
family.
She has earlier applied for and
received a student loan and a Pell
Grant.
Requesting food stamps leads the
student on a "paper chase" that
ends with denial of stamps on the
basis of her income, which includes
her gr.tnts and loans.
The "paper chaseu that ensues
after she requests food stamps is a
symptom of what one food stamp
official calls "a stringency directed
toward university students.''
Some students Jive on the borders
of poverty in order to further themselves in pursuing educational
opportunities. However, qualifying
for student grants and loans and
qualifying for federally funded food
stamps may become an either-or
proposition.
A New Mexico Human Services
Department's regulation defines
educational grants as: scholarships,
educational grants (including Pell
Grants), fellowships, deferred payment loans for education and veteran's educational benefits.
Students who apply for food
stamps will have their Pell Grants,
Supplemental Educational Oppor·
tunity Grants, National Direct Stu·
dent Loans, Federal Direct Student

Loans or New Mexico Student
Loans classified as income after tuition is paid.
Marilyn Manges, assistant bureau
chief for New Mexico's Food
Assistance Program, said student
loans are the only loans that are regarded as income.
"Any loan from another institution is not counted as income," she
said. "I guess the feeling around
here has been that an education is an
individual choice.''
However, New Mexico's Financial Assistance Division, which
administers the welfare program,
disregards most loans and grants that
orginate frorn the U.S. Commission
of Education, said Linda Myers, a
supervisor at the Financial Assistance Albuquerque office.
.. Though we (the Financial
Assistance Division) are under the
same department as the food stamp
program, we have different regulations for who may be eligible under
the different programs," Myers
said.
The regulations for eligibility differ when student loans and grants are
present on a student's application for
financial assistance, such as welfare, she said.
Though there is no stereotype CJf
an individual wh\l would receive
welfare, financial assistance does
provide help along one basic rule,
Myers said.
Students may receive ISO percent

of their "earned" and "unearned"
gross income as welfare. This is
based on the size of their family,
their salaries and the "unearned ..
income they receive.
The difference between
"earned" and "unearned'' income
causes many misconceptions about
welfare.
"Those loans and grants from the
U.S. Commission are disregarded,

however/' Myers said.
Students usuaiJy receive giant and
Joan funding prior to seeking help
from outside agencies. The UNM
Financial Aid office is usua11y the
first avenue for relief by students,
said John Whiteside, associate
director of Student Financial Aid.
He said, "Jf there ate any students
who receive food stamps or welfare,
~e aren't aware of them."
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~Thinkers'

by United Press International

By Maria DeVarenne

Congressmen Blame Reagan
WASHINGTON
Prc;i<Jent
Reagan i~ trying to evade responsibility for the deaths of 264 Americans in Lebanon and make Congress the scapegoat for his own
failed policies, Democratic congre~
sionul leaders said Thursday.
"I believe he has qualms of conscience,'' House Speaker Thomas
O'Neill told reporters.
"He is responsible for the deaths
of the Marines ovcrthere," the Massachusetts Democrat declared. "He
is trying to find a scapegoat. It is his
responsibility."
Senate Democratic leader Robert
Byrd agreed, accusing the president
of "trying to make Congress the
scapegoat of his failed foreign
policy."
Byrd said Reagan's policies
"can't stand the scrutiny and examination" of Congress. He added
that the president's ''overblown rhetoric" about U.S. interests in Lebanon "compounded the problem
when eventually we withdrew, "
Reagan, who formally ended
U.S. participation in the peacekeeping force last week, told a news conference Wednesday that Congress
undennincd the Marines' mission by
publicly debating whether to bring
them home.
Calls for withdrawal of the
Marines surfaced htst summer when
U.S. positions came under fire from
Syrian-backcd rebels and severn!
Marines were killed. But Congress,
in :1 compromise approved last fall,
authorized Reagan to keep Marines

in Lebanon for IX months.
Then on Oct. 24, a tem>rist drove
a truck loaded with explosives into
the Marine barracks in Beirut, kill"
ing 241 lJ .S. servicemen. The attack
triggered new calls in Congress for
an end to U.S. participation in the
peacekeeping force.
The debate, Reagan said, encouraged Syrian-backed rebels seeking
to topple the Lebanese government

and rendered the Marine force in
Lebanon ineffective.
The president's comments echoed
a speech Tuesday night by Secretary
of State George Shultz blaming congressional debate on the Marines'
role in Lebanon for the failure of the
mission.
''Our military role was hamstrung
by legislative and other inhibitions," Shultz said.

Shuttle To Rescue Faulty Satellite
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla.Ground crews had to swap one of
Challenger's data processing units
Thursday and fell behind the count"
down schedule, but NASA expected
to catch up in time for today' s blastoff that' will put the shuttle in hot
pursuit of a wobbling satellite.
The technicians replaced the faulty electronic black box with one
taken from the newest shuttle Discovery, which is to make its first
flight in June.
Earlier Thursday, two of the
astronauts had to pass up their final
tuneup flights in jet trainers because
of a takeoff collision with a flock of
birds.

Force Base ncar the Johnson Space
Center in Houston.
The weather was the biggest question for the scheduled 8;58 a.m. liftoff for the six-day mission intended
to prove the shuttle's capability for
orbital rescue and repair.
Sunshine was expected at the
Kennedy Space Center but forecasters were worried about wind shears,
cross-angled winds that could impose too much stress on the
spacecraft. There also was concern
about visibility and winds at the
emergency landing sites in Dakar,
Senegal, Edwards Air Force Base,
Calif., and White Sands, N.M.
Challenger will blaze into an orbit
higher than a shuttle has flown beNeither James van Hoftcn nor fore to allow the astronauts to overTerry Hart was injured and they re- haul the broken Solar Max satellite
sumed their prelaunch activities 300 miles above the Earth.
with their three crewmatcs On the I 0 previous missions,
Robert Crippen, Dick Scobee and shuttles have gone no higher than
George Nelson.
214 miles. To help achieve the extra
Astronaut Ted Freeman was kil- height, the shuttle's three main enled Oct. 31, 1964, when his T-38 gines packing 37 million horsepowcollided with a goose as he was com- er will fire an extra three seconds
ing in for a landing at Ellington Air during liftoff.

"I think the way we raise children
in a changing society is to raise them
as good thinkers," said Elizabeth
Jones, a child development author
and educator.
In her lecture Thursday night,
"Raising Children for a Changing
Society," Jones said the three most
important things in life arc to want
things strongly, to plan bow to
obtain these things and to work to
make that happen.
"We're all stuck in a changing
society. When change is rapid, children have to think, ask questions and
expect a response to their questions."
She said parenting and teaching
are a lot easier "if kids are obedient
and don't ask questions."
"It docsn 't matter if you don't
have answers, but it's important that
kids ask questions,"
She said adults need to know it's
all right to say, "I don't know."
Jones said culture and people
cause changes in society, and children wonder why, how and if the
changes have to take place.
Encouraging students to make
their own choices, seeing the consequences of their behavior and

Cover-up Slurs Traded
MOSCOW - The official
news agency Tass said Thursday
President Reagan was trying to
cover up U.S. plans to stockpile
chemical weapons when he accused the Soviet Union of using
toxic agents in Asia ;md Afghanistan and called for a worldwide
ban.
"This time again, Reagan
used as another screen to cover
up those ominous plans the hackneyed inventions of a Soviet
military threat and an alleged use
of Soviet chemical weapons,"
the official news agency said.
Calling Reagan's proposal
"propagandist noise," Tass said
it was "needed by him expressly
for the purpose of continuing to
build up U.S. chemical arsenals
under its cover," it said.
In Washington, State Department spokesman Alan Romberg
said that "it is regrettable that the
Soviet Union chose to attack the
president's initiative before even
seeing it."
He said Soviet charges on U.S.
chemical warfare policies are
"false and misleading. They are
obviously intended for propaganda effect to divert attention from
their own actions in this area.''

Reagan did not name the
Soviet Union when he said chemical weapons "have been used
against defenseless peoples in
Afghanistan, in Southeast Asia
and in the conflict between Iran
and Iraq."
But he said at his news conference Wednesday, "The Soviet
Union's extensive arscn.al of chemical weapons threatens U.S.
forces (and) requires the United
States to maintain a limited retaliatory capability of its own until we achieve an effective ban.''
Reagan, who announced plans
to offer the Soviet Union a global
ban on the production, possession and use of all chemical
weapons, is seeking$ I .13 billion
in fiscal I 985 for chemical warfare projects.
"If we're going to have achemical warfare ban or a treaty banning them, you've got to have
something to bargain with," he
said. "Without a modem and
credible deterrent, the prospects
for achieving a comprehensive
ban would be nil."
Tass accused Reagan of ignoring previous calls by the Kremlin
for a total ban on chemical
weapons.

arms.
Fighting also flared along the
Green Line dividing Christian cast
Beirut and the mainly Moslem westem half of the capital. Four people
including a 9-year-old girl were reported wounded by sniper fire.
The U.S. Emba~sy, taking a low
profile in the latest mediation.
announced it was giving $300,000
in grant money to two Moslem organizations to case the burden on refugees from the fighting.
A government source said a
Gemaycl emissary. Michel Samaha,
was returning to Beirut from Damascus with word on an exact date for a
Gemayei-Assad summit. A second
envoy, Jean Obcid, returned at
nightfall.
The emissaries met with Syria's
point man for Lebanon, Vice President Achalim Khaddam, officials
said. Saudi mediator Rafie Hariri
also took part in a round of talks,
they said.

Syrian-backcd Druze Moslem rebels blasted the army unit at Souk el
Gharb, 8 miles cast of Beirut, with a
barrage of up to 10 shells per minute
at the peak, according to Christian
Voic~; of Lebanon Radio.
With the Druze fighters in neighboring niountain village strongholds
of Aitat, Baisour and A ley, the
clashes began at dusk, and state television said at least one army
annorcd troop carrier was destroyed
by a rocket.
Loud explosions could be heard
throughout the capital from renewed
lighting along the green line.
Three people, including the 9ycar-old girl, were wounded by
sniper fire in the Christian neighborhood of Ain Rummanch, where a
I 0-ycar-old boy was hurt by a sniper's bullet a day earlier, the Voice of
Lebanon Radio reported.
A sniper also injured a fourth person in the Christian village of Wadi
Chahrour on the outskirts of the
capital, the radio said.
Beirut Radio said six civilians
were wounded in the morning when
guerrillas apparently tired a grenade
at an Israeli patrol in the southern
port of Sidon, 24 miles south of
Beirut.
Later, guerrillas fired a rocket
propelled grenade at another Israeli
convoy, the Moslem-controlled
Mourabitoun radio said. An Israeli
army spokesman reported a paramilitary border policeman wounded
during an attack in Sidon.

being there to help them if they need
it are useful ways of promoting intelligence in children, she said.
Children can become confident
and intelligent human beings by
asking questions and trying to figure
out the answers. Children who grow
up and learn not to think are incompetent at solving problems in life,
she said.
"They're usually unproductive
and unhappy," she explained.
"People arc usc to doing what
they arc told - not asking questions. They' vc been taught it's safer
to be obedient and keep their mouth
shut," Jones said.
"'
If society didn't change, we could
live like our parents and grandparents, but it's unrealistic, she said.
Questions can lead to problem
solutions, or they can lcadto trouble. Sometimes you can't have both
order and freedom for children, she
said.
"Kids keep pushing limits to find
out where they arc. Intelligent and
willful kids need strong parents who
will push back and demand respect
when necessary," Jones said.
She said parents like to make
things easy and right for their children, but it's impossible: "The best
way is to make them think."

Handicapped Child's Mom
Gets Praise from President
WASHINGTON (UPI) - A
New Mexico woman who last year
got help for her multiply handicapped child and helped focus attention
on the needs of other similarly
afflicted people will receive a commendation from President Reagan.
An aide to Rep. Manuel Lujan,
R-N.M., said Tammy West will

New Cease-Fire Attempted
BEIRUT, Lebanon- Damascus-backed rebels blasted the army's
8th brigade with heavy shcllfirc cast
of Beirut Thursday as President
Amin Gcmaycl tried to cement a
cease-fire by arranging a summit
with Syrian leader Hafez Assad.
State television said army troops
held their tire in observance of the
declared cease-fire, but the progovernment V oicc of Lebanon said
the army responded in a fierce battle
involving mortars, rockets and small

Needed

I,
~,

meet the president in the Oval Office
at 4 p.m. Tuesday.
The aide, Steve Goldstein, said
the plight of Nicole West came to
Reagan's attention, and he intervened personally in June 1983 to sec
that she got home-care aid.
The 21-month-old child died in
October.

U.N. Representative Speaks
The United Nation's directorgeneral for development and international economic cooperation will speak on "Regionalism
in International Economic Cooperation" atthe University of New
Mexico.
The address will be from 2 to
3:30p.m. Tuesday in the Ortega
Hall Reading Room.
Dr. Ramaswamy Mani holds
an M.A. and Ph.D. in govern·
ment from Harvard. He joined
the Indian Administrative Ser·
vice of the Government of India
in 1960. In 1971, he was
appointed Deputy Permanent
Representative of India to the
Economic and Social Commission for Asia and the Pacific in
Bangkok.
He joined the U.N. Secretariat
in Bangkok in I 973 and served as

chief of the Programme and
Coordination Office of ESCAP.
He transferred to U.N. headquarters at New York in 1976 and was
appointed as Chef de Cabinet in
1978, remaining in that post until
he transferred to the Office of the
Director-General in I 982.
The office was established in
1978, as a part of the restructuring of the U.N. Secretariat, to
assist the secretary-general in ensuring the efficient management
of economic and social activities
and to provide overall coordination within the U.N. system in
the development field.
Mani will be in the Albuquerque area from Sunday to Tuesday. He will give a private talk to
the Albuquerque Committee on
Foreign Relations at 6:30 Monday at Kirkland Air Force Base.
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Indian Students Week's Focus
A forum exploring tribal self·
government will be one of the
first in a series of events observing the the annual Nizhoni Days,
presented by the University of
New Mexico's Native American
Students.
Nizhoni Days arc Monday

BODY&
SOUL.
Universal music that
defies conventional

The new album.
Uniquely

In Concert

Joe Jackson.

BUDDY RED BOW
and Special Guest

April 7th, 1984 7:30pm
UNM Subway Station Groundfloor
Student Union Building
$3 Students w/10

$4 Non-students

Advance Tickets Available at UNM 277·3021
Southwest Indian Student Coalition

through Friday. The theme is
"The American Indian College
Students."
Monday's events will include:
Peterson Zah, chairman of the
Navajo tribal government, as
guest speaker at l 0 a.m. in the
SUB Ballroom.

JOE JACKSON'S

classification.

N.M. Daily Lobo
Classified Advertising
THE MILLER BREWING COMPANY
PRESENTS •.•

What can you say about two giraffes lit's springtime, it could be Paris, they might be young.
It's a good time to go to the Albuquerque Zoo; they all know it's springtime.

6.49
LP or tape.
Through May 2nd.

At 1 p.m., a forum on tribal
governments will feature political science Professor Fred Harris,
law Professor Fred Ragsdale
state legislator Leo Watchman'
Gilbert Pena, vice chairman of
the All-Indian Pueblo Council,
and Zah.
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Editor:
I wish to address some mis·
conceptions concerning the
UNM Child Care Co-op. My first
comment is addressed to Paula
Raye and her letter of March 29.
The fact is that non-Title XX pa·
rents are required to contribute
time to the Co-op. More importantly, even though Title XX pa·
rents are not required to work for
the Co-op, may of them do. In
fact, generally, they contribute
more than is expected of nonTitle XX parents.
Even though parents contribute work hours, there is still an
important need for funds at the
Co·op.lts role is not one of a simple babysitting service. Rather,
the Co-op provides quality care
for its clientele.

Finally, those who doubt the
cooperative nature of the Co-op
are simply unfamiliar with it.
There are many dedicated people who work hard to support the
Co-op. Such professionals as
Ross Snyder, associate professor in psychiatry, Polly Turner,
Manzanita Center director, and
myself recognize that change is
inherent in an organization. We
work together to assure a pro·
ductive change within the Co·op
that will support its commitment
to quality child care. In addition,
the staff is dedicated, professional and caring. It's hard to find a

better child care facility in this
city.
More generally, child care is
an important issue for all of us to
confront. We need to recognize
that children are our future. We
need to support their needs
through funding quality child
care programs and through
funding programs such as Title
XX to help parents who need that
help,
Kelli Livermore
Management Committee
Member
Child Care Co-op

Libel Article Hits Below the Lungs
Editor:

Your article in the April 2nd issue of the Daily Libel quoting our
It is the issue of quality, therefore, that is the key to funding. recent study really hit me below the lungs- " .• , breathing is sev·
Quality child care requires more erely impaired by plastic bags or sandwich wrap •.• when placed
than merely attending to staffing over the nose and mouth •.• " In this case your old name, the Daily
needs. It includes maintaining an Low Blow, is more appropriate.
environment which supports the
You didn't even resort to your usual irresponsible jQ!Jrnalism by
health, developmental and edu· quoting a "reliable source" but instead chose to call me'a "spokescational needs of children. It's a man."Since I am the only male on staff, all our spokespersons denied
shame that in our rush to save leaking the story and now I am in hot water.
money, we forget about those
From now on I'll leak recent research findings to the supermarket
needs. Without adequate fund·
ing, the Co-op will lose its capac· tabloids first.
Breathe easy anyway.
ity to provide quality child care.
Also, without support from Title
John Vitale
XX funds, many parents will lose
American Lung Association of New Mexico
their access to quality child care.
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year Why? Because when PECwas f11s1 created. those slructunng the program failed to gov~ ltspecoficguldehnes or
pul PEC on a blldget. Thus, PEC was allowed to deficit spend, or spend as much as rl wanted Wtlh no reSirlcltons or

c

gulde~nes

en

However,lhis past year, Oan Serrano and the ASUNM Senate decided IO place PECan a budget,therelore selling
up guidelines for ils funchons. Tne budgel PEC received was more than adequale lor PEC 10 carry out its proscribed
dulles. Now what Is happen<ng Is thai President Serrano has set forth a budgeI proposal for PEC's next fiscal year that I
feel is relatively oeasonable. However. the ASUNM Senate has decided to decrease Dan Serrano· s proposed budget at
a level that to me, Is clearJv unacceplable if we are to have a professionally managed poputarenlertalnment program.
I'm not saying lhat PEC Ooesn'l require a cui in ils budget like any other organizalion. What I am saying IS lhat our
budget was cutmore I han~· of whallhe senators proposed last October. Worsl of allis thai nona of Ihe senators who
voted lor the dramalic cut In PEC came 10 Inquire abOut the operations of PEC and why il was created. OVer the pasllwo
semeslers, PEC has had four senate oepresentaUves and only one has attended a PEC meeling.lf ASUNM senators
are lo make an intelllgenl decision ebout the funclions of a student organozalion, they must alleasl discuss the mailer
with those in charge and lnvestlgle enough so that they can make a fair andjust decision. Cutting oulthe Secrelary of an
organlzalion that runs year round Is not just Therefore, as current Chairman of PEC, I slrongly support the budget of
President Dan Serrano.! believe ills fair and equitable and I know that Dan Serrano has lhe expe~ence and knowledge
necessary lo make a compelenl decision about e•eculive agencies.
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ASUNMSENATORS' LACK OF KNOWLEDGE
OF ENTERTAINMENT BUSINESS THREATENS TO HURT PEC
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Sincerely.
Frank Parks
PEC Chairman
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Contact Your ASUNM Senator to Voice tour
Opinion Concerning PEC's Future at 277-5528
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Coming Soon: Waylon Jennings and Willie Nelson in the UNM
Arena
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As Chairman ol PEC this year, Ihave instiluled a moderato program Which according to Ihe ASUNM Business OffiCII,
has been financially profitable. I also believe thatlhe Chairman to follow should also have a moderate program bul he
musl have a reasonable and aquilable budgeI toworkwilh.ll sludenlllwould fike 10 seequafily or popular enlertalnment
come lo the Unlversily of New Mexico, they should support President Serrano's attempt at dispersing the Students•
activities lees fai~y.
The problems of the past should not deter us from 1110'/lng ahead In the lulure. Everyone knows how problems have
exlsled In PEC lhe years before, blltthe fact remains lhat we are moving forward with a positive, progressive program.
Uke our nalionelleaders, $01trelimes we fail; but sometimes we succeed. Many students who have walked lhrough Ihe
hallsofASUNMandhaveconlributedlollsprogramsarenowoutlhereinoursocietyand.moslareproductivenrembers
of it. We cannot put a dollar frgure on the e•periencethey receive from groups ~ke PEC, the Speakers committee, Filnr
Committee and ASUNM Senate. Therefore. if lhere are money problems, we as students should not act like arch
conservatives and cut everywhere, but lncreaselhe Sludenl Activities Fee by $1.00, which I feel would overcomelhe
defiCit from past adminlslratlons. The studenls coming Into this univorsily should not be made lo suffer from mistakes
made by past ASUNM admlnistrallons.
I urge sludenfsto conlinue to support tMir student govemmenl and Hs programs for they ate lhe only method we
have of training ourselves lor lhe fulure.

•

Entertainment Reporter •• , ••••• Lydia Pipfili'

Manager•• Craig Cluisslnger

-en
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1nstead of getting our usual4~o of the gross, we were able to negotiate a ~eal wh~re we receJved 30% or the n~t. Thus.
we made more money;m facl,lwice as much. Therefore, future PEC Chairmen Will not only have to have organJzallonal
skills, but negotiation skills.

Joe Jackson

m

Stacy Groen

m

::J

PEC seeks to negoliate a beller deal. For e•ample, sonce an oul of lown promotet had nol done business With us before,

m

Letters Subnrlsolon Policy: Lellorslotho edito• must bo tYPed, double·•paced and no mon>

::J

that works !Ike thls: In the past, PEC was ooly allowed to rece1ve 4C!• of the gross on any evQnl ~chodule:d with a
promoter thai we had done prev1ous business with, However, when new promoters attempt to bring shows on campus.

..c:

man 300 words. All tnailad~in letters must be signed by thtl aut~ or and Include bddri3SS and
IL•if'Piione number. No names will be withheld. The DailyLObddb&s nOtbW!Ifilntea publication
·lt\d will edit letters· fot hmgth and libelous- colilent.
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PEC ADAPTS BY INSTITUTING NEW IDEAS
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PEC '" adapting to lhese changes by balancingll5 program and renegotiating ils posilton so lhatlhe risk or lostng
money IS lessened and prof11 marg1ns are greater For example. •nstead ol concentrating our efforts on bookmg aoeoo
roc1< and roll acis. we now have a balanced program whereby we still book rock and roll and sl•ll bnng on olher acis such
as the Chinese Magic Crrcus of Tatwan (in WhiCh PEC profrted $2800) and George Winslon (on which PEC profiled
51200). The IaUer lwo shows and others hke lhem arelhe reason we feel PEC will, in lhe fulllre, become a more stable
cntJiy 1n the ASUNM Student Government Besides briligmg in new entertamment. PEC has anew negotiD:tion scheme

::J
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Modem English

they are now a part ot 1ts guidelmelj.

~

rne· opin1ons exptesiedcn theed1totlal pages of the Nsw Mexico Dsity Lobo are those of the

~

N

such frne venues as PopeJOY Hall and lor more elaborate productions. Yet nol all venues are able lo handle these
productions like PopeJOY Hall. Also. lhe advancemenl of not only men's bul women's athletics have Increased lhe
demand ol faclittres such as lhe UNM Arena and Johnson Gym. These developments must be considered by PEC as

~

owtllorsolerv. Unilgned o·pinion is that of the editor and reflects the editorial pOiiti(pfthe pal)er,
hul tioes rtOt hetdS$8rily represent the views of the members of the Daily Lebo !taff.

c...

become a more mainstream part of our culture, the advances of technology have become available to il,lhus creating
an 1ncreased awareness. thus increasing selectivity. ThiS awareness and technology has allowed for the creation of

0
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The studenls (our policiy
Is lo hire as many sludents
as possible ranging from
21l-1 00 per show)
Over lhe past t4 years, PEC has adhered lo lhe. above guldelmes and slill does. However, changes m the music
onduslry, technology and soctology have had a major impact on PEC'slnfluence in lhe music business. As mus•c has
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hy t~o Boatd of Student Publications ohhe University of Now Medco. Subscription ratels$t0
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Gang of Four

a. Obtain enterlainmenl
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The Nsw MtJxit:o D~ify Lobo is published Monday through f!riday avEity tegular week Of the
Un1vetsttv yoar~ waaklyduring cloil!'d lind firialsweeks '"d weakly during 1hasumtner .session,
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The PEC uses its expertise and knowledge to:
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The Popular Entertainment Commitlee's goaits to bring m lhe highest quality of enlertalnment and to
provide as much musical varlely al the lowesl possible price for UNM students. The duty of !he Popular
Entertainment commltlee is to be responsive lo the studenl body's requests for entertainment. This duty
generates a gross potential of 1 . 2 to 1 million dollars a year. The PEC handles and promotes this
entertainment on campus thru promoters who offer to the university acts that are interested in playing
Albuquerque. To respond to these offers, the committee's duty is lo vote as to whether these acts are
viable.
The PEC receives approximately 30 group proposals every two weeks. The considerations for each
proposal are:
a. Popularity with the Universily student body
b. Dates the groups can appear
c. Facility availabilites
d. Financial negotiability
e. Mealing lhe holding procedure requirements

~

Cooperative Spirit Alive in Child Care
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Chuck Mangione

POPULAR ENTERTAINMENT
COMMITTEE
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Our government giveth- our government taketh away ..• and
you are the loser.
A food stamp official explained, "The student is the mostprejudiced-against group of all ... there is no incentive for those who
put forth the effort to better themselves either on the job or at school.
You would be better off if you sat back and did nothing."
The message was brought home dramatically when I went in to
apply for food stamps. I had originally planned to sharpen my skills
under the Bachelor of University Studies program, and get my feet
firmly planted on the ground after a major move and a divorce
severely limited my income. A grant would pay my tuition, and I could
take out gpvernment loans to help support my children. My income- based on sporadic commissions- and the loans would
barely cover expenses. But I knew that food stamps were available
shotJid my income fall below the government's guidelines. At least
my children would be fed, and we could somehow survive for two
yHars until we could begin again.
Theoretically the plan made sense.
In February, when applying for food stamps, I was given considerable feed-back about being self-employed and was denied assistance
for that month. You see, there are all those tax benefits allowed to the
snit-employed. No one could explain to me how the tax benefits did
any good when actual income for a year wasn't substantial enough to
tuku advantage of them. No one could explain how you feed tax
benefits to children.
I called my state representative. Calls from Santa Fe began, with
assurances that my case would be "looked into." In March, I reapplied
again with income even lower than the month before. And this is
where your interests are at stake ...
I qualified for food stamps but just barely, because I had received a
Pell Grant and had taken out those government loans which were the
key to my entire plan. "How can you call loan money income?" I
asked. "I had to borrow it to pay my bills while attending school full
time. I will have to pay it back."
''Well that's just the way it is," the department representative told
me.
The money,called "student income," is not just the cash you finally
get in hand. This is how your food stamp allotment is affected by a
loan you take out;
The actual cost of tuition (not including books) is deducted from the
total amount of the loan (including all closing costs, amounting to a
royal 7 percent, which Is taken out before you sign your promissory
note). The balance is then divided by the number of months covered
by the loan. A healthy $273 per month is credited to you for your
income if you get the maximum grant, federal loan and state loan.
This $273 is then added to whatever other income you show at that
time. They will be considered income again and you will be penalized
on the same money a second time: it is written into the law that the
amount of bills you must pay does not one Iota of good in determin·
ing how much you have to live on.
If It's any consolation, the department representative was as frustrated as I was. "The government thinks nothing of paying $3.95 on
contracts for a screw worth 5 cents at your local hardware store. But
every time they begin chiseling costs, they cut someone else off the
program," he pointed out.
Do we need to tolerate what's happening to the students who
sincerely want to work to better themselves and their country, and
who realize that they need an adequate education to do so? There is
no incentive to work at job or school when you must do without those
necessities that the unemployed take for granted- only to emerge
into a work force which may or may not offer you a subsistence later.
There is no incentive to work If, when you put forth your best effort...
your needs are set aside in favor of those who don't.
As a country, we must get our priorities straight now.lf we expect
to maintain those inalienable rights to life, liberty an the pursuit of
happiness, we had best start asking questions and opposing those
laws which are unfair, prejudicial toward any citizen, and detrimental
to the free enterprise system.

Editor, , .....................
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Folsom Lancehead Launched N.M.'s High-Tech Fling
New Mexico's f'ir~t fling with
IH!~h tl:dmology began with the rc"
markablc Folsom lancchcad.
Thou1,th these lance~ were rir~t db<.>
owrcd between Raton and Clayton,
hands of Folsom hunters also Jived
in the Rio Grande Valley more than
I 0,000 years ago.
In those days, summers were
somewhat cooler, and forests were
more extensive than now. Herds of
an immense, now extinct, bison
herd roamed rich grasslands, and
small numbers of camel, sloth and
direwolf survived from the waning
Icc Age. It took nerve, skill and the
nght technology for hunters on foot
to brmg down such game.
Folsom Janccheads arc superbly
made. About two inches in length,
nwst have distinctive flutes, or
grooves, gouged out of one or both
sid<!s. A thinner, 1.mlluted variety,
ol'l<.•n J()llnd on the same sites, is
known as the "Midland" point.
Though hoth types were contemporary, they were produced by quite
d11Tcrcnt manufacturing techniques.
When attachcd to tlw bone fore~lwlt of a 6-fnot lance and launched
with a wooden ~pear thrower. these
prnj<.'L'tilc~ had remarkable penetratIng power. Folsom hunwrs needed
that power. Even in the unsophisti,.,u,·d "ll'ial L'limatc of 1JflOn B.C..

falling under the enormous hoovc~
olan enraged bison would haw been
unacccptuhlc.
About 30 Folsom >itcs and tool
s<:attcrs have been identified in the
"Rio Abajo" district between Bernalillo and Belen. Other find~ of
solitary lance tips have been made
on Albuquerque's West Mesa, in the
foothills ncar Tijeras Canyon, and
ncar Manzano, an abandoned village on Kirtland Air Force Base
overlooking Albuquerque's south
side.
Palco-Indian usc of the Rio
Grande Valley was most intense
during the Folsom Period. There arc
more Folsom sites than those of all
other Palco-Indian periods combined. Several different kinds of
sites have been found.
"Annament" sites yielded evidence of Folsom point manufacture.
Many arc on high points overlook"
ing the Rio Grande Valley.
"Processing" sites contained
stone tools that yielded evidence of
"working wear" on the edges.
These were situated ncar the
shorelines nf extinct ponds and
lakes. Animal carcasses were
apparently skinned and butchered
ncar prim<! hunting areas.
"Base Camps" were sites \\here
Folsom families camped for a few

days or weeks at a time. The widest
variety of tools were found at th~sc.
and most were situated near posstbl<!
sources of fresh water.
Several Folsom sites have been
excavated in the Albuquerque area.
A Folsom deposit was unearthed at
Sandia Cave, cast of Bernalillo. in
the spring of !936. Another, the Rio
Rancho site, was investigated by
Jerry Dawson in 1966-67. The
Albuquerque Archaeological Society also excavated there during the
1967 season.
The Rio Rancho site was a family
.camp, rather than a "kill" site, and
may be the only completely excavated Folsom one in North America.
No animal remains were recovered,
but several oval areas of compacted
earth were found. These mny have

The creation of a Folsom point
required complex stonc:working
skills and removal of the flutes was
an extremely delicate step. One estimate suggests th:lt about 25 perce~t
of all Folsom pomts were broken m
manufacture. Others were fractured
either from striking animal bone or
hard earth and stone, if the target
was mi$~ccl
So, the mJJority of Folsom points
found by archaeologist- .trc broken
or fragmented.
Sometimes, only the tips were
snapped off by torsi<.~nal. forc~s .as
they were used for skmmng ol dtsmembering large game, so yery
short Folsom points arc somcumes
found. These have been either
rcsharpcncd after normal usage or
remanufactured after a portion of the

tip had snapped off during butchering. Badly broken ones were sometimes converted into hide scrapers.
Though the related Midland projectiles were thinner, the delicate
step of removing the flute was elinunuted. Fewer of these may have
been ruined during manufacture.
Some archaeologists believe that
only the most skilled flintknappers
created fluted Folsom points for ex"
change with their fellows.
In the Rio Abajo, lovely shades of
pink or cream stone were often
selected, and unfinished Folsom
blanks were carried over wide dis"
tances. Ncar Belen or Los Lunas, an
archaeologist might find point fragments of Washington Pass Chert,
carried from the Chuska Mountains
north of Gallup. At other sites, Fol"
som tools are made of flint found
only at outcrops along eastern New
Mexico's Caprock.
New Mexico's first "hi-tech·'
boom faded, after more than a
thousand years, with the disappearance of the giant buffalo species. By
today' s standards, that was no
"flash in the pan."
(c) 1984. David E. Stuart, Ph.D ..
Albuquerque, N.M.

fGhoulish Falsifications' Created

Special Education Professors Visit
Two special education prufessor<, from C'alil'ornia and Georgia
wtll speak in the Leadership Lecture Series in Special Education
at the trniversity of New Mexico
on Suturd:1y and April 14.

in new mexico

been the faint remains of shelter
t1onrs.
Thirty-six rnbom points were re"
covered, along with scrapers. (tor
hide-, wood- and lmnc-workmg J.
knives and a number of graves.
Dawson's analysis of these tools
suggested that three diffcrcn~ hunt"
ing bands may have used the s1te: He
believes small groups hunted b1son
along the river and occasionally
camped together.

By Eric Keszler

also he discussed.
A Russian citizen may get a dis"
torted view <Jf history in his own
country because of governmental
controls, said Richard Robbins.
associate history professor at the
University of New Mexico.
"The Dilemma of the Creative
Personality in the Soviet Union"
was the topic of a discussion held
Thursday night by three members of
UNM's Russian Studies department.
The discussions kicked ofT a week
of events celebrating Soviet artists
and culture.
Robbins said the general theme in
Soviet art is "paying your dues and
doing your thing."
He said the Soviet Union usc~ the
present to control the past by influencing the way the historian has
to function. They have created some
"ghoulish falsifications of history,"
he said.
The 19th and early 20th centuries

Mary Wood, special education
professor, Developmental Therapy Institute director and director
of the Special Education clinics
at the University of Georgia, will
Wilham Wilson, chairman of discuss "Socialization of Bespecial<!ducation at San Francis- haviorally Disordered Students"
co State University, will talk on from 9 a.m. to noon on April 14
"Innovative Special Education in Woodward Hall.
Projects in California" from 9
a.m. to noon at the Kiva.
Wood's talk will highlight. curWilson will also speak about rent research and theory about
his involvement in special edum- socialization in education of
tion programming t(Jr the sever~ seriously disturbed, behaviorally
lv and profoundly handicapped m disordered and autistic children.
California.
The developmental therapy
Research on the successful in- curriculum will abo be described
tegration into regular schools, to illustrate aspect~ of socializawork done with SI'H infants and tion that should be included in a
an innovative technical employ- curriculum for severely emoment project for moderately to tionally or behaviorally handseverely handicapped youth will icapped ~tudcnts.

were a complicated time of reform,
revolution and pluralism, Robbins
said. There was an absence of biographies from this time. "There has
not been a single biography of a 19th
ccntuty Czar," he said.
This destroys the traditional
Soviet paradigm of history of the
"good revolution against the evil
Czarist bureaucracy - if you don't
agree with this, you will have problems as a historian (in the Soviet
Union)," Robbins said.
He said the Soviets have discouraged these biographies because people arc interested in other pcople,
and this would elicit sympathy. The
Soviets have "limited the access of
the common reader to the history of
Russia through the biographies of
Russian statesmen," Robbins said.
·'One of the great conspiracies of
the Soviet Union has been to make
certain types of history boring,'' he
said.
Another problem the Soviet historian faces is the "pressure of

academic planning. Scholars arc
assigned to topics whcthcr they want
to be or not,"
These topics usually emphasize
social history. such as peasant and
worker revolts and revolutionary
movements, he said.
Natashe Kolchcvska, assistant
professor of modern and classical
languages, spoke about the contemporary literary scene in the Soviet
Union.
The last 15 years, she said, have
been the most productive since the
revolution.
''After dco.:adcs of repression, we
saw the blossoming of creative
activity in the '70s." she snid.
Most of these writers have been
exiled from the Soviet Union for
their political writings, shc said, but
exile from their country is not sn
good for them.
The writer experiences a "disappearance of the Russian language
and a loss of environment." she
said, This dislocation produces a
"writer who can't fit into either
society."
The series continues with the film
"Autumn Marathon," showing at 7
and 9 p.m. Saturday in Woodward
Hall Room 147.

GSA------------- 'Arbor DaY-' Set
continued from page 1

way to help the co-op develop as a
.:orporation.
"I'd like to see it be Jess of a
tourden on GSA," Hooker said, He
There may be those who'd like to
said he hopes other funding will belive
in the Sahara desert, but the staff
come available, ''but we will fund it
of the University <.Jf New Mexico
as we can."
Child Care Co-Op Center is not
The budget passed by the GSA
among them.
electorate appropriates $8,000 to the
An ''arbor day" to plant some
co-op.
trees and encourage tree donations
Hooker said the new UNM presiwill be held at the center at 10:15
dent should be a person who is fortha.m. Monday.
tight, honest, wise, ~pe,n, h~s a _viMayor Harry Kinney. City Counsion of the Umverstty s d1rect1on
cilor
Ken Schultz and UNM Admiand is able to deal with students and
nistrative Vice President for Student
faculty.
Affairs Marvin "Swede" Johnson
"I don't want to see a caretaker or
will participate, said George
a ·yes man' in the job. I want to see
O'Neil, day-care director.
someone who will energize the
The center is •'the northwest fronadministration," Hooker said.
tier
of the University," O'Neil said,
As GSA president, Hlloker will
"and
we'd like to look it."
be a non-voting member of the
O'Neil
said several fraternities
Board of Regents, :!long with the
and
a
sorority
have already pledged
Faculty Senate and Associated Stutrees, and a number of seedlings
dents of the University of New Mcxtco presidents.
One frequent participant in 1\'gents' meetings is Hooker's father,
University Architect Van Dorn
Dr. Maire Buckman, associate
Hooker. The younger Hooker said it
professor of medicine at the Uniwill be "a pleasure working with my
versity of New Mexico, is testing a
father on the Board of Regents."
new drug for women who suffer
Hooker is a member of the Board
from anxiety and depression,
of Student Publications, which pubBuckman is recruiting volunteer
lishes the New Mexico Daily Lobo
subjects between the ages of 20 and
and Conceptions Southwest. Be·
~ausc of his election, Hooker said he This was found in the restroom near one of the polls just after 40 who arc in good health and taking
no other medications, including
may disqualify himself from the up- voting ended in Thursday's election.
birth control pills.
coming selection of a new Daily
Participant~ in th<.' qfudy will rel.obo editor.
"I want to apologize to my pa- the way you feel," Sonnier said. "I
Hooker will succeed Mound June rents,'' he said haltingly, tears well!. Mound took over from Evans Jan. ing from his eyes. "I have remorse have no hatred in my heart, As I
I after Evans resigned to take a job in for the boys l murdered, ft's difficult leave this wodd, [ask God to forgive
my brother for what he has done and
Washington state,
for me to show it."
me for what I have done. I ask to continued from page 1
The GSA president is paid the
Goode killed Jason Vcrdow, 9, have your forgiveness."
accused unnamed ASUNM candiminimum graduate assistant salary after escaping from a mental hospitdates and their supporters in the senLloyd
LeBlanc
nodded
and
said,
of $420 monthly. Hooker said he al in Spring Grove, Md., and later
ate of increasing or cutting certain
plans to "lay groundwork" during killed 11-year-old Kenneth Dawson uYcs.,
the summer, but said he was unsure in Falls Church, Va. He was sentBourque, his anns folded, stared groups' funding for political
reasons.
whether the president is paid be- enced to life in prison in the Virginia at Sonnier silently.
Serrano said he will neither veto
tween semesters.
slaying.
Sonnier and his younger brother, the budget nor sign it this week but
Sonnier, in his final statement in Eddie, then 17, abducted the teena- will return it to the senate for reconthe Louisiana death chamber, apolo- gers from a lovers' lane, took them sideration on Wednesday.
gized to Lloyd LeBlanc and Godfrey to a remote area, raped Miss Bour"If they sit down and listen to
Bourque, the fathers of teenage vic- que while her fiance was handcuffed what l have to say, I will convince
continued from page 1
cial extended a microphone for his tims David LeBlanc and Loretta to a tree, then shot both of them to them, •' Serrano said. Some senators
death. Eddie Sonnier was sentenced have been reluctant to talk to him
last words. "I don't know what to Bourque.
"Mr. LeBlanc, I can understand to life in prison.
because "most look at me as a big,
say, really."
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the Summer Olympics
Monday, April 9.

Aprll7
8:15
AprilS
2:15

8:15

tJNM Baliroani banre dub will meet in the Casa
del Sol ar<a of the SUB from 7 to 9 p.m. Marlene
Jol'lnson and Paul Fbher will present a jive minilesson. Ih·eryone welcome. More inrormaUon is

Aprll15
7:30

available at299-4S3S.
sponsor vo1cr

registration in the SUB from 11 a.m. to J p.m. More
inrormation is available at 294-5362.

Aprll17
8:15

BUtt&LO
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F.air PI aza .shopp1ng c enter
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coupon expires
4·20-84

I

I1
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I

6001 Lomas N.E.

Ul
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April 11th 7:30p.m.
Refreshments- Open to Public
Persons interested in readjng contact the CSW
office in Marron Hall at 277-7525.

bad bully -but my door's always
open."
The budget will be signed when
"organizations arc not cheated nr
services cut and is fair and equitable
to everyone involved," Serrano
said.
Sen. Gene Hill said it is unlikely
the senate will agree to reconsider
the budget. Even though PEC was
scaled back, it can still have as many
productions next year as it had this
year.

WHERE ALL THE
GOOD THINGS HAPPEN.

TICKETS NOW AVAILABLE FOR

i(

Aprlf9

Entl•pt•tes

For more information, contact
Maxine Payne, Buckman's staff
assistant in the endocrinology division of the department of medicine,
at 277-4064.

i(

Today's Events

~ill

ceivc a psychiatric evaluation and a
series of hornume studies. All drugs
and other mcdic:JI services rendered
!iS part of the ~tudy will be free,
Buckman ~aid.

Gripes------

Southwest BCIII(~t Pre)ents

SPRING GALA '84

With The New MeXICO Symphony
----~·

UNM Gary thrt Cimpalgn

were planted last year. But thl" director would I ike to sec I 50 trees
planted. or one for each child in the
program.
"The idea came from the Indians - when a child is horn, plant a
tree and they will grow together,''
O'Neil said.
"Watering a tree is a metaphor for
taking care of a child.''
He waved at the bare expanse
beyond the building. "A windbreak
of trees will move the sand and air
pollution up over the center instead
of into the children's lungs."
Trees will be given their donars'
names and will be labelled by species to fom1 prut of an educational
park for the youngsters.
Donations either of trees or of
money to buy them arc welcome.

Baggies
by
•
Patagonia
266-2876
3409 Central NE

~-~

e·---- ---

Subscnpt1on Sem•s Ewnt *
Broadw;Jy H1t Mu')rc ,1i

PUMP BOYS & DINETTES
Audubon Tr<W(:'I Frlm Extra

DAN TRUE on EAGLES
Subscription Senrs Event •
Hlt Revue • Mus1c of Cole Porter

SOME LIKE IT COLE
Subscription Senes Event •

Aprll26
8:15

nz.oo

$10.00
$8.00

By The Creators Of EVJta & CAts

JOSEPH AND THE AMAZING
TECHNICOLOR DREAMCOAT

$18
$16,$ f3

UNM
Students
'12 Price
$3,50
$3.00
$16
$14,$11

UNM
Students
'12 Price
$20

S18, $14

UNM
Students
'lz Price

• Mastercard /Visa Phone Orders Accepted on These Events.
s1.00 Service Charge per Ticket.

Telephone 277-3121

I' ~:••· "
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Arts
Crowds Mesmerized by Quartet's Stimulating Sax
Wl!l!ll the four mu.,ieian.'> who
mmprisc the World Saxophnnc
!)uanc•J walk onto the.: K iMo Theater·., stage• tonight -- looking wry
..triking in tht!ir tuxedo.,, no
doubt
the audien..:c ~hould be
prepared to take a journey into a
\\orld of stimulating, provm:atiw
sounds.
II\ jaz.r ha• been t:allcd mc.,mcri?ing. 1ts rhythm and blues complex,
hut whatever adjectives an: chosen
to describe the quartet'~ unique
sound, mw thing remains clear- ·these guys arc I<~ len ted.
And when the mu.,icians combine
their Jalcnts m front of an audience,
the World Saxophone Quartet communicates verbally as well as musically. Drawing from the entire trlldition or black American music and
entertainment and moving to its own
sound, the WSQ runs the gamut
from roots to reggae. As Oliver
Lake, alto and soprano saxophonist
li1r the group, would say, the musician~ "put all the food on the same
plate,"
Lakc. together with Julius Hem·
plull nn alto saxophone, David Murray on tenor and Hamict Bluiett on
baritone sax, achieve a musical balance not unlike the traditional two
violins-viola-cello instrumentation
of a string quartet.
In the seven years since the group
first performed together as guests of
the music department of Southern
University in New Orleans, the

Puortorrlquenos,
Domlnlcanos,
plasonos del Carlbot

cf~ kin~!:~!!!
r;._t,O

l:!x !r~!:a ~fllj.lfl'':<l r"lnrtrclTrtr'llrtlnc~lu'<: a f1C'n!n Jriltl:f.t, •<:.o dtl
lj Jtlt11'!X'm.lflnll,l (:( JnP!ll:( ll floU{l Jyu(!Jr~r,r, .i1 flt::l1('1 r'll"J(J
f1l'i rflUtpt;nd:cntC'lCII':>li'i ;:lt{IJlTO!ipJi'>f?". •1 I.Jff.b,f'll Cll-!' <:.
£1 I l! IJ en 'JU ll(lmp(! ;,!•If' !ll''f'l•:·~·rl •nt·.~n<:rr ·"''· f.•
r,t\1'\'FI'Ivtwy l'.li:J3;ilf!f!lm:1oq-.•r>r, •. ·•- ,, --: 1:•

""'==

WS<) Jw, !!rmvn from bl!ing: om: ol
tlw most frcc-blowmg groupo, in history inw hein).! perhaps the tightest
improvisatiorwl ~nsernblc in the
world .
From the wild blo\\ ing session of
it~ first alhum, recorded at the Sixth
International New Jazz Festival in
Moers. West Germany. the group
has evolved the sound that put cm:h
of its subsequent albums onto various best-! 0 lists around the world,
including a second-place finish for
album of the year in the 1981 Down
!kat critic's poll.
These critics, as well as WSQ
fans ~- or simply those who hunger
for the sounds of good jazz -· arc
eagerly awaiting the release of the
quartet's newest album, due out next
month.
Lake, who also plays tenor sax
and flute, has been 1m innovator in
the United States and abroad for
more than 15 years and was a founding member of the influential Black
Artists Group in St. Louis. Not only
is he an electrifying musician, but
this versatile personality can add
published poetry to his list of accomplishments.
In recent months, articles in Vanitv Fair and Newsweek as well as his
extremely active career as composer, arranger and bandlcader have
pushed David Murray into the forefront of young hom players of modem time.
Since his arrival in New York

·-

Ctty m 1976, Murray has involved
himself in enough musical projects
ti1r two or three careers hut continues to thrive in the collective
atmosphere of the WSQ. He doubles
on bass clarinet as well as tenor sax.
Julius Hemphill. doubling on
alto, soprano and tenor saxophones,
continues to show himself, hoth in
solo and group settings, to be the
most important composer and
theoretician of jazz music to come
out of Fort Worth. Texas, since
Omette Coleman.

By J,cslic Donovan

Another founding member of
BAG, Hemphill currently resides in
Oakland, Calif., nnd composes a
large portion of the WSQ' s recorded
work. He is an extremely thoughtful
and articulate spokesperson for the
music.
One of the reigning masters of
baritone saxophone, Hamiel Bluiett,
who also plays flute and alto clarinet, has toured and recorded with
everyone from Stevie Wonder and
Aretha Franklin to Charles Mingus The World Saxophone Quartet: {/ to r} David Murray, Julius
and Dollar Brand. The big band Hemphill, Oliver Lake and Hamiet 8/uiett.
workshops he organized in New
York in the mid '70s may well have peeled from tonight's concert: "The at Giant ticket outlets, $8.50 at the
been the birthing group of the WSQ. music we play ain't no weird jive. door.
The quartet will appear as part of
His homage to Harry Carney of Anyone who likes Ellington, (John)
the
New Mexico Jazz Workshop's
Coltrane,
Coleman,
King
Curtis
or
the Duke Ellington Orchestra, as
1983-84
Winter Concert Series. The
James
Brown
can
dig
our
stuff.''
well as his roots in rhythm and blues,
concert will be partially funded by
arc major factors in the unique sound
The World Saxophone Quartet's the New Mexico Arts Division and
of the World Saxophone Quartet.
New Mexico premiere will begin at the National Endowment for the
Lake sums up what should be ex- 8 p.m. Tickets are $7.50 in advance Arts.

I

Since its founding in 1980, Albuquerque's youngest
and most active ballet company, Southwest Ballet, has
consistently improved the quality oflocal ballet - and
if rehearsal is any indication of performance, audiences
can expect this weekend's "Spring Gala 1984" to be
SWB's best production to date,
A major acquisition for SWB's repertory is "Valse
Fantaisie," choreographed by America's foremost hal·
let choreographer George Ballanchinc and pcrfonned
by six dancers, three of whom have previously danced
this work, It is a fast-paced, "pretty, airy, very waltzy"
contemporary ballet, which lead dancer Dana Sample
said is "motivated only by music."
Susan Thompson, SWB's public relations director,
said "Valse Fantaisic" is "a stamina piece which
should 'look easy,"' but which Sample's partner said is
really very difficult because it ''portrays one of Balian·
chine's ideals - t,hat of technical perfection with total
case at the same time. It's a contrast in that sense. From
top to bottom, you have to blend both things that arc
Members of the Southwest Ballet Company rehearse for their happening and not be forced."
Involving the relationships between two women and
upcoming Spring Gala 1984.
a man, "Incident at Blackbriar," a dramatic work by
Boston Ballet choreographer Ron Cunningham,
embraces a variety of psychological interpretations, depending on how "people relate it to their own experiences," lead dancer Thompson said.
She said, "It's a meaty piece, providing a nice blend
of dance movement and drama'' and is especially exciting because of what she pinpoints as Cunningham's
talent for realistic characterization "whether in abstract
or dramatic fonn.''
Thompson, a professional dancer trained originally
Circulation figures arc based on subscription and single copy sales.
in modern dance, performs this piece with her sister,
All figures listed below arc rounded number~ from the Audit Bureau of
Circulations with the exception of Rock, Rock Maga:lne and Creem.
Rock Magazine and Rock figures indicate distribution. ABC ligures
were not available.

Longevity of Magazines
Depends on Circulation

Are you a t'ictim of

"PREMENSTRUAL
SYNDROME?"
PMS CENTER of SANTA FE
amwunces the opening of an

ALBUQUERQUE LOCATION
schedule all appointments
through the Santa Fe office
982-6664

#SUB CINEMA PRESENTS:#·
Thursday and Friday,
April6 and 7

Confetti's (9800·4
Montegomcry
al
Eubank) - Incognito~
Bl1 Valley (8904 Menaul N,E.)- Special X.
Bogart's (Montgomery PJaza) - Face to Face
{upstairs): Chems (downstairs),
C.ravan East (7605 Centrru N.E.)- Still
Cook In (during happy hour); Swamproot.
Cbolseo Str<OI Pub (618 Coronado Shopping
Center N.E.) - Steve Calif.
Coopenoll" (7220 Lomas Blvd. N.E,)- A.C.
Reed.
CGwboys (3301 Juan TaboN.E.) ·Three Legged
Willie.
lbnbl's (2900 CoorsN.W.)- Rare Silk.
Fr!a~s North (4410 Wyoming N.E.) -Babe
Ruthless.
Friar's Pub (6825 Lomas N,E.)- Atlantis.
Hunary Boar (1200 Wyoming Blvd
N,E,)- High Steppin.
P1linalno Club (2900 Coors Blvd. N.E.) - Full
Circle(durinshappy hour): Stompr:r.
Seaor Buckets (4100 S&n Mateo Lane
N.E,)- Sassy Jones.
ShauJIIaeu:r'•
(Academy
and
Wyominl) - Freddie Chavez.
Smu1aler'1 Con (Eubank, .south or
Menaul)- NXT.

Stroszek
Werner Herzog's accessible, enjoyable film. A Berlin
street musician emigrates to rural Wisconsin, where he
is joined by unusual friends: a wizened old man and a
prostitute. The haunting final scene and the bewildering
collage of images will leave you entranced and hungry
for more.

Saturday, April 7

Hound of the
Daskervilles
Basil Rathbone stars as Sherlock Holmes in this, the
best of the Holmes films. The great detective sets out to
solve the mysterious murder committed by a legendary
(and nasty) hound dog.

AtaitUt AI/ Odds- Lou~fanll! 2,4:30, 7, 9:30.
AI/II- Don PAncho's: $0 9:30 (Sunday); 9:30
(Monday),
Amtrlcon W.r<wo/J In i.ondorr - M l'lalO:
Friday and Saturday at midnight.
AYMI# Gardt Srrlts- Sub Onema: 7,
(Wednesday),
S.Cit.rraJI al tilt liltvv - Ouild! 7:30, 9: I 5
(Friday); 2:!5, 4, $:45 (Salurday arid Sunday).
8o4i Ptoplt- Guild: 7:1$, 9:1$ (Monday
through Thursday),
Emltllllnt Rita- llon Pancho's: 7:15 {Mon•
day): 2:45, 1:ts (Sunday).
Gr•yStolt- louisiana: 12,2:30,5 1 7:30, 10.
Ho1111d of th• &Jkrrv/1/n - Sub C!nema: 7,
9:30 (Saturday).
It< Plratts- Far North: j:o5, 7:0S.
Mlsundmtvod- M l'lalO: 1:30, 3:30, 5:30,
7:30,9:30. Wyoming: 12:45, j, 5:15,7:30,9:45.
Pil.rslon- Don Pancho's: 1:15, 9 (Tuesday
thtollgh Thursday).
l'dt's Draxort- Hiland: 7:30, 9:30 (weekdays);
I :30, 3:30, 5:30, 7:30, 9:30 (Saturday and
Sundoy),
Pink Floyd/ 7h< Wall- M Pto1.a: Fridny and
Saturday n!. midnight.
Pollet Acad•my- Loui!iano: 12:45, 3, S:ll,
.12,
-Far Notlh: I, 3, 9. Los Altos:

Racln1 111/h lht Moon - Los Altos: I :30, 3:30,
S:30, 7:30,9:30.
Romancln1 tht Stone- M Plaza: 1:;!0, 3:30,
S:30, 7:30,9:30. Coronado: l2:45, 3, 5:10,7:30,
9:4S,
Spinal Tap - Lobo: 7;30, 9:30 {we<kdays);
1:30,3:30,5:30, 7:30,9:30, M Plaza: 1:30,3:30,
S:)O, 7:30,9:30.
SplaJh- Far North: 1:10, 3:20, 5:30, 7:40,
9:50.Coronado: 1, 3:10,5:10,1:40,9:45.
Slltllll< lnvadm - M Plato: Friday and
Saturday at midnight.
Stn!<rk - Sub Cinema: 7, 9:30 (Friday).
Tank- M Plaza: 1:30, 3:30, 5:30, 7:30, 9:30.
Wyoming: 12:45,3 1 $!15 1 7:30,9:45.

TnohlnK
Gallery
{New
Art
Building) - HPafnt." works or contemporary
regional and natfonal painters currnttd by Tim
App on display lhroughAprill3.
Union Gallery (SUB lower level) -Student
print making competition on display throush
Aprll27.
Unl¥enlly of New Mnh:o Arl Gallery (Masley
Hall) - Works by Frank Alien Newlander on
display lhraugh Aprilll.
Unlnnlly of New Mexico An Muifum (Fine
Arts Cenler)Photographs from the per·
manenl collecdon on display jn the North
Gallery through May ll: MA/MFA Exhibition
on display in the Upper and Lower Galleries
throtiJ)!May 13.
Muwrli Mu .. umof AathropoloJY(lJnlmsty of

New

Sprlnx Ga/11914will bepresentr:dbylheSouth·

west Ballet Company at 8 p.m. lodiy and
Saturdoy and Z p.m. Sunday at Popejoy Half.
Ticket inronnation bavaHable at 2n•312.1.
W/Jry t~~~d tht Hairy Mt111 will bt presented at
7:30 p,m. Friday and I and 3 p.m. Saturday and
Sunday in Rodey Theater, Tickets ate$4 general,
$3 discount and $2 children 12 and under.
Anmlc t111d Old Lact, slarrlns television per·
sonality Bill Daily1 Will be pr&nted by ~he
Albuquerque Llnle Theater at 8 p,m. Tuesday
throuah Friday, 6 and 9 p,m. Saturday and 2
p.m. Sund.ty through April U. Tickets are
$12.!0·$8, Studon diseounls ueavairtble.
Thr 0/dm Tram br Jl..rltviDr will bt pmented
by the Youna Actors Studio i119:l0 a.m. 1nd I
p.m. Friday and 2:15 p.m. Saturdoy and Son day
In tho KiMo Thnlor. Tfr:keiJ ar< $3.
Olh....U. E•1•1•d will be presented 11 tho
Vonex Theater 11 8 p.m. Friday and Saturday
and 2:30 p,m, Sunday through April29. Ticket
Information is available at :UH600.
Pump Boyta•rl D#Jrrrttl will be presented at g:U
p.m. Mondoy at Popejoy Hall. Tickets are $18,
$16,$13.
0../rl)ol dt Cont)oSI R•&l>ll Wbrlom, a play
for children of ill aaes, will bt presented by La
Campania de Teatro at 9:30 end 11:30 a.m.
Thursday and AprU 13; 1 and 3 ~.m. April 14,
U,. 21, 2.1. Ttckeu are $3. Reservations are
•ug&eSied.
Alflu o/ God will be presented 11 8:1S p.m.
Aprill3 at Popejoy Half. Tickets are $18, $16,
$13.
Jot~ph """ 1~1 Am~«l•l Ttthn/cotor Dtttllllecntt
Will be pr.,.nted at 8 p.m. April 26 In P<>P<i•Y
Hall. Tickets are $20, $18, St4.

Me.dco

Campus)- ''The

Chaco

Phenomenon"' on display through May
27; 11Tumllll Leaves: Pholographs from
Japanese--American Families tn OaUup New
Mexico" an di!play lhraugh July!.
nompsoa Galltry (New Mexico Union)- ··A
Ten Year Retrospective'•, seriaraphs by Gwen
EntzPetcrson on display through Thursday,
Wlldlae Goller' (903
Rio Orande
N. W.)- "The Art or Lithography: An
Exhibition of Tlilmlilrind Prints•• on display
lhrouilr May 4.
Marlpooo Gallery (113 Romero N.W.) ~Works
by Mary Rawcllrfe C01lon, David Dear and
Stanley and Shirley Giser on display through
April22.
Tootlles aid Cnfl5 Co-op (323 Romero
N.W.)- Weaving by Barbara Ewen·Taylor on
display Sunday throuJ)t April21,

U.._ Pbtolo/Cnwllnl Wllb will bt at the
Cellar In Hokono Hall at 9 p.m. today. Tickets
are S2 at the doar,
C1lnrftl lnloraulonale featuring the UNM
Collc:ifat~_ Singers.- will be presented al 6:30 p. m
today and Saturday In the SUb Ballroom. Tho
show willlrielude musfo and food from Austria,
Enalend and Franco. Performance with full
buffet, $20, More Information 11 avriilab!e at
277·2331.
World Suop~ono Qoorlol will porlonn at8 p.m.
today at the KiMo Theater, Tiokets are $1.SO at
GlantOUIIets~

38 Spo<lroi/Goldtn Earrlna wirt bt nl the Civic

Auditorium Saturday. Tlcke!S are 51J at
Hasifngs in Coronado and Oiine Wortd on
central acrosS rrom UNM.
UNM Ju;, Fe1llnt Con~rrt \itlitl be presented at
8: !5 p.m. Saturday in Keller Halt. Tickets arc
$4,
Gu~s.' Who will be at the 1-iuna:ty Bear Sunday.
Tieken are S5 at Oinnt outlets.

UNM Pertusslon tnsembf.e Concer1 will be
American

Union
Por·

prmnlod at 8:15 p.m. Monday in Keller Hall.
Admission is (r~e.
Suon will be at CIVic AudiUJtium Tue~day
Ticket!! a:re$9.10 al rifRnll"'utlets.

"Graduation Ball," a light work originally choreographed by Ballet Russc's David Lichinc and presented
at an earlier SWB gala, is "genuinely cute in the nice
sense of the word," Thompson said.
UNM speech communications major and fonner professional figure skater Ginger Lindell, who plays one of
the main roles, said it is "the kind of piece you don't
have to be stiff in. It allows you to run around and have
fun."
Other SWB dancers agreed, adding that, though the
variations and combinations were difficult, it allows
dancers "to just play -to play around with dance,
with your emotions, your character as well as your
steps."
"Don Quixote," pcrfonncd by Sample and Ohon, is
an "elegant, bravura technique piece that is literally a
display of technical proJiciency. It portrays the classic
ballerina," Thompson said.
Sample said the piece is "sharp. flirtatious, passionate" and "a challenge" in that it requires the ability to
''master the technique enough to be able to feel com·
fortablc enough to show your character.''

Comedy Directed by UNM Professor

New Mexico
Magazines
National
Rock
275,000
1.475*
Rock Magazine
120,000
1,500
Creem
167,000
400*
Hit Parader
190,000
1,500
Circus
313,000
2.500
Musician
127,000
I ,000
Record
I 03,000
750
Rolling Stone
782,000
5,100
*denotes figures for the Albuquerque and Santa Fe areas only.

Stop waiting till tomorrow.
2312 Central SE

Kay, a prnfcs~ional ballet danecr, and Olson. guest
artist from Los Angeles.
Thompson said Cunningham has never used two sisters in this piece before, but she feels their personal
relationship has added a dimension to the ballet and that
because or their closeness, their movements arc more
"integrated" than other non-related dancers might be.
Presented Sunday instead of "Incident at Blackbriar," Cunningham has also choreographed "Tubby the
Tuba," a hup10rous dance based on a children's story in
which musical instruments come to life through dance
and movement characterizations which use a great deal
of mime.

This is the final article in a jive•part
series critiquing rock magazines.

By Lydia Piper
"No picture is made to endure nor
to live with but it is made to sell and
sell quickly."
Ezra Pound
As all editors will agree, if a
magazine doesn't sell, it is soon out
of business. Rock tnagazines are no
different. There is a bitter battle taking place between them to rule in the
popular marketplace, and advertisement is tbc ammunition.
Distribution and circulation figures are tools of the trade and are
touchy subjects with advertising
directors because misinformation
can influence potential clients.
If a magazine claims a circulation- magazines sold- of
300.000, it is bound to attract more
advertisers than one that has a circulation of IOO,OOO. But many
times, said Paul Sacksman, promotion director at Musicia11. a magazine will give distribution figures magazines printed - to advertis·
crs, which arc sometimes double the
circulation.
to help alleviate this problem,
there is the Audit Bureau ofCircula·
lions (ABC) which, for a price, will
audit a magazine's sales nationally
and by state every six months.
However, not all magazines utilize
ABC because ofthe costs involved.
The ABC figures arc essential for
advertising, but_ they are merely a
guide in terms of how the magazine
is doing. To help increase sales,
promotion directors will advertise
()II television ~ particularly MTV
and USA networks - and work
with radio stations to give away free
subscriptions and copies in an effort
to introduce people to the magazine.
One Albuquerque radio station

gives away subcriptions to Rolli11g
Stone on its weekly morning program, and another station recently
gave away limited six-month subscriptions to Musician as prizes.
But poor circulation is not an indication that the magazine is bad,
nor is large circulation an indication
that the publication is really good.
Sometimes it's a matter of the magazine being around for 15 years instead of only three.

Beginning today 1 the Vortex
Theater will present Simon Grey's
Othenvise Engaged, a very British
and, at times, very black comedy.
The play is the story of Simon
Hench's attempt to listen to Wagner's "Parsifal" and the interruptions that keep him from it.
Otherwise E11gaged is being
directed at the Vortex by University
of New Mexico athropology Professor Phil Bock.
Bock, asafirst·timedircctor, said
that how the audience feels about the

central character will determine how ican members of the cast could fool a
they feel when they leave the thea- British audience, he believes they
ter, he said.
have have done an excellent job.
"If somebody identifies very
Nick Crofts, the only authenticalstrongly with Simon Hench, they'll ly British member of the cast, also
leave feeling terrible, because really thinks the cast has done well.
awful things happen to him, one af"I~ h~lps that everyone docs very
ter the other. But if you can be convmcmg accents, but also having
amused by his plight, you'll have a been here for two years, I've goUen
good giggle," Bock said.
used to everyone's peculiar manner..!'This is a very British play, and isms and strange ways. Once or
there is no way it could be trans- !wice, J'v.c n~ticed myself lasping
posed to America,'' he said. mto Amertcamsms when I'm lost for
Although he doesn't think theAmer- a line and have to ad-lib," he said.

Get set to get wet ...
at the funniest, raciest, wildest
whitt>-water raft race ever l

Below is a summation of the best
rock magazines of the four categories critiqued in this series. A table
showing national and New Mexico
circulation figures is also provided.
Of the "teeny hopper" magazines, Rock Magazi11e is by far the
best. Although it caters to its young
female readership, the articles arc
more articulate and infonnative than
those of Rock and Rock Line.
Of the next group, Circrts is the
best mainly because of its profcs·
sionalism in writing and reporting.
Although Hit Pamder covers many
of the same groups and is geared to
the same audience, it tends to get
~loppy in its style. Creem is the
worst of this group because of its
sarcastic and "party hardy" attitude.

Musiciml and Record are close
competitors in the "elitist" category, surpassing the granddaddy of
them all, Rolling Stone. The main
reason for this is Rolling Stone's incorporation of so many other sub·
jects, leaving less room for the dis·
cussion of music.
It should be noted, though, that
Musician often covers jazz and
blues, and its articles arc geared to
an older audience. Record, on the
other hand, while still covering
much of the same material, is toned
down enough to be appreciated by
an 18-year-old,
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Bridgers, Colson Sign Multiyear Contracts

UNM's Non-Revenue Athletics Among WAC's Best

Uy Eric Maddy
Univcr:>ity of New Mexico Athletic Director John Bridgers and men's
basketball Com:h Gary Colson
signed contracts Thursday, ending
month~ of specuhttion on their future.
Bri\lgers ~igncd a two-year revolving contract for a yet-to-bedetermined dollur figure. UNM
President John Perovich said Bridgers' salary would he set as soon as
the University determines its administrative p<ty schedule sometime
early next week.
Colson inked a three-year pact at
$54,000 per year. putting him on par
with UNM football Coach Joe Lee
Dunn.

John Bridgers
Both contmcts take effect July L
Perovich said of Bridgers' contract, "We want to mukc sure he is
treated equitably within the guidelines, along with other University
administrator~." Perovich said,
"We hope to have the guidelines set

early next week. He will get a
raise."
Perovich declined to speculate on
the amount of the raise. citing the
adminstrutive scale. "I don't even
know how much he is making.'' he
said.
Bridgers' contract guarantees him
two years, with the school having
the option for a third year. If the
University docs not notify Bridgers
that it wishes to terminate the contract by June 30, 1985. the contract
will be extended to June 30, 1987.
Both Bridgers and Colson said
they did not specifically request a
salary increase but were seeking
security in a multiyear contract. "I
didn't ask for any financial considerations at all," said Colson. "l was
looking for a little security. I think
everybody is looking for security.''
Bridgers said. "Everybody is
looking for a little more money if
they can get it, but I think security is
more important in this and any job
with this kind of pressure. In this and
any job, you have to have a little
stability.
"I think this job is becoming
more difficult because of the pressure to raise revenues, and I think ;my
athletic director in the country will
tell you that."
Colson said he was a little
"naive" about his job security before last season, in which the Lobos
went 24-ll, finished third in the
Western Athletic Conference regular season, second in the WAC postseason tournament and received a
bid to the National Invitation
Tournament.
"I thought that doing what we did
would be enough," Colson said. ''I
never thought that Ws an Ls would

'

.i

count that much, after succeeding a
great name like Norm Ellenberger.
I'm just glad to survive it,''
Colson. who took over the Lobo
basketball program after the socalled "Lobogate" academic scan-

dal, entered the year with a 39-44
record but appeared to turn the cor·
ner last season. Colson also recruited five freshmen last year and
will have at least five more to start
next season.
Now that both Colson and Bridgers have signed contract extensions, both can look toward the future. Colson, who has compiled a
career record of 404-261, said at the
press conference negotiations are
under way to include NCAA champion on a home-and-home series on
next year's schedule.

money for the stadium expansion.
"I am pleased with the progress
we have made, but I want to do a lot
better," Bridgers said. "I want to
see us compete every year with
BYU, and I think our coaches want
that too."

Bridgers said the main priorities
of the athletic department in the near
future include the addition of a track
facility and the expansion and re·
novation of University Stadium.
The New Mexico state Legislature
appropriated $250,000 in planning

"I think it shows a lot of things
about Gary, including the fact that
he is a good basketball coach,"
Bridgers said. "And I think it
showed that he is a lot tougher per·
son than many people thought he

Bridgers added that he was
pleased Colson had signed his contract and would stay on as basketball
coach. "I'm as pleased as I can be. I
think his basketball team winning 24
games this year is the most remarkable achievement made since I've
been here," he said,

was.''

Lobos To Open WAC Baseball
By Eric Maddy
The second season opens today
for the University of New Mexico
baseball team, which begins Western Athletic Conference play against
Texas-EI Paso.
The Lobos and the Miners will
meet in doubleheaders today and
Saturday at Lobo Field, just south of
University Arena, The games begin
at noon both days.
The Lobos, 21-12-1 this year,
have posted a 13-2-1 record in their
last 16 games and hope to carry their
hot streak into the series against the
Miners, 26-9 this year.
During the last IS games, UNM
has hit at a .365 pace compared to

- ···----------------

280 in its first 19 games. The Lobos
have also averaged nearly nine runs
and 12 hits during that stretch and
will need all the offense they can
muster against the Miners, ranked in
the top 10 nationally last week in
hitting and runs scored.
All the facts and figures don't
mean much to Lobo Coach Vince
Cappelli, who enters his eighth
WAC campaign. " [ don't follow
statistics or scout opposing teams. !
don't think it matters too much,'' he
said.
New Mexico is in the WAC
Southern Division with UTEP,
Hawaii and top-ranked San Diego
State. The top two teams qualify for
the conference playoffs, and Cappelli is optimistic of making it to that
point.
"San Diego State always has a
good team, but Hawaii was ranked
first two years ago, and we beat them
four in a row," Cappelli said. "I
think the whole team is starting to
gel. It's tough when the whole season rides on four weeks, but it is
tough for everybody.
"You have to win at home and
play about .500 ball on the road to
win the division," he said. "That's
a tall order for anybody. I think our
division is pretty even this year."
The Lobos tied Delcware 9-9 in
their last game March 26, but Cappelli said the layoff wouldn't hurt
the team. "We've played three intrasquad games, and they have been
more competitive than some of our

opponents because everyone is
fighting for positions," Cappelli
said.
Senior catcher James Smith
agreed. ''I think it gave us some time
to lick our wounds and prepare for
the Miners," said the Lobos' leading hitter. "They arc always real
tough and are scrappy against us."

James Smith
UNM will play all of its WAC
home games in a row, but Smith said
that docs not place an added pressure
on the team. "It would have been
nice to have broken it up, but they
make the schedule early in the
year," Smith said. "I don't feel any
additional pressure.
"As long as we take it one game at
a time and play together, I think we
can surprise a lot of people."
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By Pat Armijo
The University of New Mexico's
non·revenuc sports, once at the botwm of most Western Athletic Conference standings, are now among
the best programs in the conference.
UNM Athletic Director John
Bridgers attributes the rise in nonrevenue sports to excellent coaches
and increased funding over the last
four years.
"The biggest reason we've had
such an improvement in these sports
is the coaching effort that has gone
into the programs in the last couple
of years," Bridgers said.
"Next would come funding," he

Softball Team
Opens HCAC
Against Utah
After a week-long layoff, the
Lobo women's softball team opens
the second half of its season Satur·
day with High Country Athletic
Conference games against Utah at
1:30 p.m. at Lobo Field.
After dropping four straight
games in California, UNM, 16-10
on the season, moved from eighth to
18th in the NCAA poll.
"I really feel like we should be
22-4 at this point, but we let some
games slip away from us either because we didn't get the big hit when
we needed it or our pitchers simply
didn't do the job," said Coach
Susan Craig.
"This break has been good for us
because we got six solid days of
practice and we are back in the frame
of mind in which we started the season. We have always been a better
team in April and May," she said.
UNM has won the conference the
la~t three years.

Lobos Play
Final Home
Net Match
The University of New Mexico
women's tennis team will play three
home matches this weekend.
The Lobos play Northern Colorado at 9 a.m today and face Tcxas-EI
Paso at 6 p.m. On Saturday, UNM
will play its final horne match of the
season against Oral Roberts. Match
time is 9 a.m. Saturday.
The Lobos are t 4-11 on the
season.
"I feel that this weekend should
be a good one for us." said Coach
Helen Hom. "We'll be worki11g on
mental. toughness this week in preparation for the matche~."
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Discount with

Valid UNM ID
3112 Central SE

.266-4266

Creative Entertainment, Inc.
in conjunction with Q1 06,
proudly presents

KOOL & THE GANG
with Special Guests

The DAZZ BAND and featuring SHANON

Thursday, April12, 7:30pm
Tingley Colliseum
Tickets available at all Giant Ticket Outlets

ARDOR DAY
CELEBRATION!
ASUNMIGSA CHILD CAI\E CO-OP
API\IL 9th 10:15 am
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said. "Every non-revenue budget
.has increased from 50 percent to 100
perce~t over the. last four years."
Bndgers said UNM's tennis
coach, Dave Geatz, is an example of
the quality coaches now holding
head coaching jobs in non-revenue
sports.
"When I hired Dave, he had a
clear idea of what he wanted to do.
He told me he wanted to put UNM in
the top 20 nationally. He thought it
would take four years. It took him
two," Bridgers said.
When Bridgers took over the
athletic department in December
1979, New Mexico was last in the
WAC in indoor track, swimming

and wrestling. New Mexico had also
finished fourth in tennis and did not
have an outdoor track team or a cross
country team.
When he hires a coach, Bridgers
said he looks for a proven record in
previous jobs. But he added that
sometimes one has to follow one's
instincts in hiring. He cited Geatz as
someone whose enthusiasm and determination were able to outweigh
his lack of experience when hired.
Bridgers pointed out increased
budgets in swimming and skiing to
illustrate the increased funding in
non-revenue sports. In 1979-80, the
ski team had a budget of about
$18,399. Inl983-84, its budget was

$58,499. The swimming team's
budget in 1979-80 was $39 ,544; in
1983-84, it wa~ $75,893.
Money raised privately by
coaches for their programs is the difference between being competitive

and not, Bridgers said.
He said, "Some people think it's
awful that the old man in the athletic
director's office makes the coaches
raise their own money, but the
coaches welcome the opportunity.''

UNM's Climb in WAC
Sport
Basketball
Cross Country
Indoor Track
Swimming
Wrestling
Football

1980-81
7th
(fielded no team)
7th
7th
5th
7th

1983-84
3rd
3rd
3rd
2nd
2nd
4th
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Services

"<AV\'

OVERWt:I<;JI T7 Nt:t:U OVt:RWt;J(;IU people f<>r
an all natural progmm (Hcrbalife), 2~'>~9866
4/IJ
VOLVO REI'AIR, Rt:ASONABu:; rehable,
guaranteed, 242~4826, Mtke,
416
SPRlJCf; LIP FOR 1pnng! Compkmentary Mary
Kay facial. Call Debbie Stork, 298·1382.
4117
80 n:NTSIPAGE. Degrecd typist. 344-3345
4tl1
t:NllSllAL GIFT! POt:MS to order! Bordered
t>nrchment paper, PRIMf· RHYMES, 6112 Harmony
Lane NW, Albuquerque, NM 87107. TeL 291 ,J924,
4127
l'Rot't:SSlONAL TYPING, MARY 881·1724 days,
265·1088 evening~.
4130
Tilt: WORf) MILL: Six years professional typing,
editing. English MA. NcarUNM. 256·0916.
4/13
QUALITY TAX PREPARA'nON by a member of
the university comrn\lnity. Call266-0863,
416
TYPING: F;XCEU,t:NT SPF:LI.ING and grammar,
FMt, accurate, confidential. Days 265·5176/evening
2SS-3S80.
416
TUTORING- MATUEMATJCS, STATISTICS,
French - Masters degreed Instructor. Reasonable.
266-4247 evenings.
4/9
QUICK, ACCURATE TYPING: Research paper·
slthesis/dissertalions/chans/graphs in my home
THE OUTHER OFFICE 884-6564.
4/6
TRANSlATORS, INTERPRt:TERS, CROSS.
Cultural Consultants legal, medical, tecnical, multi·
lingual services. Proofreading, editing, tutoring. 2SS·
3345.
4/6
WORD PROCESSING: IIIGIIEST quality.
Dissertations, theses, reports, resumes. Spelling,
editing. 822·0342.
4118
WE DO QUALITY residential painting. Interiors and
exteriors at reasonable rates. For free estim11te in
University area, call Victor, 242·7096 or Tony, 243·
7058.
4/13
TYPING NEAR UNM Fast, accurate. Call Stephanie
247·35 19.
4/27
PlANO J,ESSONS: ALL ages, levels call Laura
~mmer 265·1352.
4/6
TYPIST: TERM PAPERS, resumes299·8970.
3/2
Z41fOUR TYPING service. 298·5110.
4/24
PROFESSIONAL TYPING. TIIESES. Reports.
IBM. Campus pickup/delivery. 281-2913.
517
MARC'S GUITAR CENTER Quality lessons, sales,
rentals lind repairs. 143 Harvard SE. 263·3315.
tfn
SOFT CONTACT LENSES are now very reasonable
for everything! Call - Make appointment. Doctor
Eye Clinic, across from Lanelles, 5019 Menaul NE.
888-4778.
tfn
CONTACTS·POLJSIIING, SOl.UTIONS Casey
Optical Company on Lomas just west ofW ashlngton.
tfn
ACCURATE INFORMATION ABOUT con·
traception, sterilization, ~bortion. Right To Choose,
294-0171.
tfn

'•t'•llrtly,

f.NGINU:RING PROGitAMS offer
rc,pumability und 'ulary (all I R()CJ,1~4-

'J~27

416

'------,~=:-:::-::::

TRf:AT \'ClliR CHil.f)RF.N ton [un d.w Utlhe i\ TO
1 'Jtmvul at 1820 Sigma< hi Rd on April7 from J I 3
wnh all prt11;~eds beneriting the Ronald McDonald
l!ou•,e,
416
A li.S: NAVY linginecring I'rugram~ Repre~enlativ;
~>Ill he at ,he 8th Annual Mexi~:an Amerkan
Ln~ineering Soctety National Symposium Apnlll·l3
al the Albuquerque Hilton. Find out the facts, drop
hy and get the an>wers,
416
JtiNIORS WITII A GI'A of 3,0 or above are eligible
h•r membership rn lllue Key National Honor
I raternity, Applications can be picked up at the Dean
Ill 'itudent~ Office and are due Friday, April 6.
Apph~;alions can also be turned in at a reception to be
held nn Sunday, AprilS, at ~'00 nt the Kappa Kappa
<•ammu house,
4/6
'flU: BLUE Kt:Y applkation5 deadline has been
extended to April6, 4:00 p,m.
4/6
tmt;AMS - YOU ('AN learn to undmtand your
""'" Dream class forming. Call pre,recorded
mmage26S·7388.
4/13
ilo Yotl IIA VE two left feet? UNM International
h>lkdanccrs inv lte you to Beginnm' Night, Sunday
Apul8, 7~9:30 p,rn., Heights Community Center, 823
Buena Vi1tu SE (Just Soulh of T· VI). All dances
taught.
4/6
DOOKS.DY·TIU:..I'ound·Salc in prC'gress at UNM
Buok1tore,
4/ II
;PRING SAJ,E, IU:CORDS and tapes, now at UNM
llnuk\tore,
4/11
m:ADI.INF: FOR RETIJRNING student teacher
~rrli•auom for the fall semester is April 11. Plea.se
wurn •ompleted forms to Mesa Vista Hall, Room
1036,
4/11
WIJ.I) WF,'iT MUSIC sale! 301\'o-40"/o-30•/o off! Sale
o•xtcnded by popular demand through Aprlll7, 19841
Hurry!,
4/17
curn7 Mt:t:TING7 EVENT7 Advertise in Las
Not1c1as Only 10 cents per word per Issue for UNM
~epauments and organizations.
tfn

Personals
MARINA T.IIAI'PY 19th Dirlhday, E. C.
4/6
S('OIUmOARD: PHOBIA J Farmington 0, Wine
und Dine 0 Broken Heart I, l'ear 7 Love 6. Phobia
favored by lin tonight's rematch!.
4/6
IIAl'PY BIRTIIDAY CARA 22 and still getting
416
rcner Love, Jeff.
iJAPPY IIIRl'llDA Y MO (for Saturday). Doodles
nnd Ditto love you lots!.
4/6
i•RlNC'ESS: BRUSII UP your wand and make the
! ow boys number 1.
416
ANN K.- IIAPPY Birthday! Canadian phar·
rnamt~ do it Of<,' too. Please write. Nanook.
4/6
Ill·:\' SIIORl'Y WJTII the short grain rice. I had a
great lime this weekend. You !ired me out but let's do
11 agninSCXlN! Uoney M, Jooger.
4/9
BF.N (j, WONDERFUl, to see you in SUB Monday.
'iee vou any weekday between 5 and 6:30 in the
\Ooetght,roorn, linda,
4/6
.,t,ND YOl'R MESSAGE lo that special someone or
hiendt and family, Make contact with a message i tee
lnsstheds wdav. Deadline: I p,m, the day before
mmtion IJJ Marron Hull.
tfn

Food/Fun

•1nc- ur tv,.u hedrooru npanment'J. lcac;e now tor
"'mnt('r da"c' H ll: R %ASONS, 120 Cornell SI'.
l66tl011
4-13
'JWO Bt:f)ROOM IIOCSE; for rent near UNM,
$380Jt:10nth. Call265~ 1093,
4/6
Nt:ED SL:MMt:R MARRU:O ltudent housing, two
bedruom, L John\on, Rt.3 Box 94A, Bloomfield,
NM 87413.632-1709,
4123
ROOMMATI>: SEEKERS. WANT to share housing
cmt\~ Companionship? Check our files for a com·
patihle roommate, 296-0729,
517
ROOM FOR f{t:N1 in large sunny apartment,
$15Simo. mcluding utilitie~, $75 deposit. 842·120~
keep trying.
4/9
DISABI.ED UORM STIJnt:NT needs live-in at·
tendant beginning fall 84. Room, board, and small
salarY~ Call242-5642.
416
UNM ALUM NF.EI)S roommate for summer in
townhouse complex in southwest Denver. lntere~ted
parties should write to: T.C., 4633 S. Lowell Blvd.,
Denver, CO 8~236.
4/6
THE CITADEL: SUPERB location near UNM and
downtown. nus service every 30 minutes. I bedroom
or efficiency, $270 to $370. All utilities paid. Deluxe
kitchen with dishwasher and disposal, recreation
room, swimming pool, TV room and laundry. Adult
couples, no pets. 1320 Univ~rsity NE. 243-2494. tfn
FOR RENT: EFFICIENCY apartment, 1410 Girard
N.E., $230/mo., for one person, $250/mo. for 2
persons, all utilities paid, Sl73 security deposit. Fully
furnished-securitY locks and laundry facilities. No
children or pets. Please call before 6:00 in the
evening, 266-8392.
tfn

For Sale
CAMERA KONICA AUTOREFLEX T·3 35 mm
with two vivitar lenses. Excellent condition, $150,
242-9$17.
4/6
1980 CIIEVY CITATION high mileage, low price.
Needs work. Call2~$-9039 after7:30 p.m.
4/12
1969 MG MIDGET conv. Above average cond.
69,000 miles original, new floor mat. $2873. Call268·
0283.
4112
SELl, TOYOTA COROLlA '7;1.. Good condition.
SJJOO. Call299-2031.
4/14
fOR SALE- AUDIO file grade stereo cassette tape
deck - JVC KD6$ with built in $pectrum
analyzer- must sell immediately. $200 Call Mike at
268·7286 anytime.
4/19
NORMANDY WOODEN CLARINET. Good
condition, all accessories. $200. 266-8027, Diana.
4/6
1981 KAWASAKI SSOGPZ, SISOO. Camavers, fork·
brace, Dunlop elites. Call243·6286.
416
GARAGE SALE APRIL 7·8, 1339 Dartmouth NE.
Call265·1093.
4/6
THREE CIU:AP CARS. 77 Pinto Wagon, 74
Torino, 73 Buick Centurion. Leaving town must s:ll.
268·2652.
4/9
1981 KAWASAKI LTD440. E~cellentcnndition, sell
to best offer. 242-70?6.
4/9
1976 DATSUN JJZJO, good condtion, low mileage,
$2000. 88J.{i967.
4/6
74 MUSTANG II lfATCH, Took a llckln' but still

PREGNANCY TESTING & counseling. !'hone 247·
~~

~

Housing

d"(ej.UJni Clyj2 in9 ~e 'l.l.7ice

WV"aeon
yh.t-hand juiti(ied
!Boldface p 'l.i nt

LEARNING

BLOCK?

19

VOU PROBABLY
DON'T HAVE ONE!

Chances are.

p'tint

j.tyfei

$5.00
incfudei 20 copiei on f2a'l.chm.ent

your rusty sktHs

mean a

MEMORY BLOCK,
not a learmnq block

let us help
Bong II all back '

OPEN
MONDAY· FRIDAY
8AM·9PM
SATURDAY 10AM·4PM
LOCATED IN NORTH SUB BASEMENT
A little harder to find but worth it.
277·5031

DOMINO'S $1.50 Off
PIZZA
DELIVERS™
FREE.
1 EXPIRES: MAY 12, 1984
I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I
3920 Central S.E.
I
I
I
Hours:
11 am· 1 am Sun.-Thurs. I
11 am~ 2 am Fri. & Sat.
I
I

Gett.l,,SO off any 16" Domino's Piz:za~
Lomiled Dehvety Area
Olfet good at "" AlbUQuerque stores,
....,

.

,

.-t JSllut

CcupM ~ISO good lor tarry our

262-1662

I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I

75¢0ff
Get 75¢ off any custom made
Domino's Pi:zza and enjoy one
delicious piz:za!
Llmllid Oeliverv Area.
Offer good at all AlbuquefqOe StorM,
,,., "'·t'""J"'f'•''1

Coupon also good lor cati'(,OUI

EXPIRES:

I

I
I

262-1662
3920 Central S.E.

Employment
EXCELLENT PART·TIME: Part-time po~itton
available in a Blood Plasma facility, must be
organized and enjoy working at a fast pace. Flexible
hours, ideal for students. Applications accepted until
4·13-84. Albuquerque Plasma Corp,, 301 2nd Street
sw.
4/12
PART-TIME INFOJtMATION booth person.
Weekend~ and e'enings. Apply in person at the
Coronado Center Information Booth, No phone calls
please.
416
EVENING WORK OPPORTIJNl'fU:S. 15 hours
weekly. Hands on management possibilities. 26S-5358
leave name, number.
4/6
PART TIME: EXCELLENT part time pay for
students with late afternoons, evenings free. We need
highly motivated outgoing individuals to work 3:30·
8:30 p.m. M·F in our Public Relations Dept. For
interview call Jim or Larry, 262·2178 after 10 a.m.
4110
THOUSANDS OF JOBS, We can instantly expose
YPllr resume to thousands of employers throughout
the U.S. and the world through our computerized
employment data·bank. ARS, 9301 Indian School
Rd. NE. 296-0729.
Y7
PART· TIME POSITIONS start immediately. We
will train qualified applicants. Join the dynamic field
of satellite telvision. We offer good salary plus
bonuses. To schel,lule interview, call 884·2029, M·F,
9-S p.m.
4/10
WORK STUDY POSITION. Research assistant at
Bureau of Business and Economic Research on
campus. Summer Included. Call for Interview 277·
8299.
4/9
PART·TIME, DEPENDABLE, athletic person who
enjoys people. 2().23 hours/week. Call Janet at
Executive Sports Club, 842·9428.
4/6
COMMITTED TO ECONOMIC and social justice?
Earn $4-8/hr. Grass roots political fundralslng Acorn
247-9792. Call before 12, ask for Seou.
419
AIRUNES IIIRING, SI4-$39,00CII Stewardems,
reservationlstl Worldwide! Cali for guide, directory,
newsleuer. 1·916·944-4444 xNewMexlcoAir.
4/27
VA FUNDED VETEREN needs typist to transcribe

rneetms and mtenicw tapes, for di»ertation, Call
416
I.OVE KillS? LIKE the outdoors? Can stand rain,
mud'! Can teach any of the1e programs: h?rsebackriding, swimming sports, game~. campmg
1kill•, archery, riflery, fishing or others. Then you'd
have a great summer workmg for us, Starftre Day
camp, 281-9577.
4 16
COUNSELOR TO WORK in Abortion and FamilY
Planning Clinic. Short-term counseling experience
and bi-lingual ability helpful. May grads only; must
be availabl~ to train immediately, Approx1matel~,n
hours weekly; $~ an hour with excellent benellt s,
Send resumes to: ATT Clinic, 107 Girard SE,
Albuqaeque, 87106, No calls please.
416
PART.TIME HOURLY wage plus bonus, taking
orders for KZIA Radio gift book -day and evening
shift> available. Delivery people needed aho - appl}
from 9 a.m. to 6 p,n,, 117 Richmond NE Suite B, or
<all266·9~ U.
4111
OVERSEAS JOBS. SUMMER, yr. round. Europe,
S. Amer., Aumaliu, Asia. All fields. $90().2000 mo.
5ightseeing. Free info, Write IJC, PO Bx 52·NM I,
Corona DelMar, CA 92625.
4!11
PART·TIME JOB afternoons and evenings. Must be
21 years old. Must be able to work Fnday and
Saturday nights. Apply in person, no phone calls
please. Savcway Liquor Store at 3516 Menaul NE and
5704 Lomas Bl>d. NE.
4113

242 564~,

Travel
SKI VAll. ASPEN SnowMm llutterMilk Mountain
April 12 to April 15. $145. In~lude> transportation,
accomodations, lift tic~ets, t·shirt. Call Student
Travel, 277·2336.
4111
TAKING A TRIP? Advertise your trip, adventure or
ride needs in the Daily Lobo.
tfn

Lost &Found
CLAIM YOlJR LOST possessions at Campus Police
8:00 a,m, to4:00 p.m. daily.
tfn

MisceUaneous
CANNOT AFFORD I.NS\JRANCE7 There are many
discounts available to UNM personn~l and ~tudents.
Inquire about affordable and reputable car,
homeownm, life, and health insurance. No pressure
or pushy sales pitch. Ask for John at 292-0511 (days
and evenings),
4/11
CLASSIFJEf)S GET RESULTS! Place your ad
today. 131 Marron Hall.
tfn

Rick Stanley

INVITATION

Elv1$ Presley s 5tep·brolher

TO

Special Guest Speaker
Friday Night at the
University Arena
"The Pit"
April 6, 1984
Dr. John P.. Bisogno. Evangelist
Lorry l3lack. Music Evangelist
F'ot mt:~rl' •nformot~on or•f you need o ndl' wn ?43·5401

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE

DUPLICATING CENTER

Makers of Handmade
lnd•dn Jf'wE'It•,
OLD TOWN

YOUR BIO·RHYTHM: Computer plotted, $2t90
day bio. $5/l·year bio, Include date of birth and
SASF. Box80023, Alb,, NM 87198.
4r6
CLASSlfiEf)S WORK! SEI,L your bi•yde, stamp
collection or what-huve-YO'J in the .New Mexrro Daily
Lobo classified advertisement,,
tfn

CRUSADE

ASUNrvl

-- c;overed

416

7:30p.m.

IIOUSEMATE WANTED: 5 MIN from UNM •
Prefer Engineering/Math/ Physics student. $133.33
'plus V.util. Call Blll268·4131, keep trying.
4/12
IIOME FOR SALE by owner. Shade trees, walking
distance UNM (north of central). 2 br. office area,
partly finished bsmnt. Under $60,000. 266-4915
(leave nte5sage on machine, we'll call back),
4/6
LIVE OFF·CAMPUS and never hunt a parking place
again! Walk to class easily and enjoy our elflciency,

DASC'E TO CRAWIJN(j WAllS and UUANA
111'i JOL A mthe Cellar this Friday, 9 p.m. Only 52.
t'NMIDREQUIREO.
416
PARTY1 CONCERT? FOOD1 TheDallyLobohasa
pla'e for your classifieds about Restaurants, Parties,
1-ood Sales and Stores, Concerts, etc. Give the details
tfn
today in "foodJFun.".

uckm! 100,000 mile; Ru"'! $400 ur best offer, Cull
277,6356, a1k for K1m,

I
I
I

262-1662
39?0 Central S. E.

ACROSS
1 Ending for
mod or pop
5 Attire
9 Junior
14 Bread
15 Always
16 Soap plant
17 Support
18 Jacob's son
19 Wash lightly
20 Terminated
22 Asked for
24 Staggered
26 Instruments
27 Depostted
29 Poetic
contractton
30 Wheel part
33 Delays
37 Venture
38 Lehrs
39 Kitchen item
40 Wild party
41 Spleen
42 Steeds of old
44 Letter
45 Resin
46 "OK"
47 Integument
49 Wealthier

53 Dividing
57 Purloined
58 Discolored
59 Auditory
61 Vocal
62 Choice
63 Girl's name
64 Polyn.
chestnut
65 Tree
66 Hurry away
67 Weaver's
reed
DOWN
1 Supe()Qr
2 Mr, Greene
3 PositiVe pole
4 Hateful
5 Jelltfy
6 Prove
7 Have fun
8 H1bach1 fuel
9 Lurch
10 Wrong
11 "Desistt"
12 Instead
13- off: Mad
21 Loved ones
23 Amennds
25 Poorly ht
28 Portrayals

THURSDAY'S
PUZZLE SOLVED

30 An Andersen
31 Propel
321nsects
33 Vault
34 Wrong
35 Toppled
36 Eur, natton
37 Movie VIPS
40 Mr. Karloff
42 Go hungry
43 "Ben-··
45 Demagog

47 Corny
48 Tnck
50 Of hours
51 Gladden
52 Ktnd of race
53 Entreaty
54 Brook
55 "Art of Love
author
56 Actress
Lollobng•da
60 House pet

